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What is EVPN/VXLAN
Why use EVPN/VXLAN
Our Journey
Notable observations

About:ThisPresentation



VXLAN is the data plane protocol
Ethernet tunnel over UDP
DST Port == 4789
SRC Port based on inner packet
headers hash
Easy load-balancing over the core

About:VXLAN

Image source: https://www.researchgate.net/figure/VXLAN-Packet-Encapsulation_fig1_354232739 

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/VXLAN-Packet-Encapsulation_fig1_354232739


EVPN is the data plane protocol
BGP AFI/SAFI 25/70
5 Route types
MAC/IP learning
Unicast or Multicast BUM replication
ARP suppression
Bridging/Routing
Multihoming
Anycast Gateway

About:EVPN

Image sources: https://www.researchgate.net/figure/VXLAN-Packet-Encapsulation_fig1_354232739
https://bgphelp.com/2017/04/03/evpn-type-2-macip-advertisement-route-explained

Type-2 route structure

https://bgphelp.com/2017/04/03/evpn-type-2-macip-advertisement-route-explained/
https://bgphelp.com/2017/04/03/evpn-type-2-macip-advertisement-route-explained/


Network Immutability
Scalability

About:Requirements



Dell Poweredge
Cisco Nexus

About:Components Hardware Software

Ubuntu Server
Linux Kernel
KVM
Cloudstack
FRRouting



About:L1Design Clos network

Typical design for
EVPN/VXLAN
networks
Provides equidistant
host placement



About:IGPDesign IGP Options

eBGP - Requires vendor magic 
iBGP - Requires vendor magic
OSPFv3 - No IPv4 support on
our gear :( 
IS-IS it is!



About:BGPDesign
iBGP for the fabric, using a private ASN.
All leaves and hosts have sessions
towards the BGP route-reflectors. 
Currently using the spine nodes as route-
reflectors. When we are near the scaling
limits, we will most likely spin up
dedicated route-reflector VMs.
Internet routers using the public ASN and
peering with the fabric inside an internet
VRF.



About:Cloudstack
Private cloudstack agent networks
implemented as bridged VXLAN networks.
Tenant networks use a slightly modified
version of a publicly available script.
Patch submitted ( and merged ) to allow
VNI devices to work with cloudstack-
agent.
Internet implemented as a routed VXLAN
network on the hosts, using symmetric
IRB, in its own VRF. 
Internet access implemented mostly with
cloudstack virtual routers.

Script source: https://gist.github.com/wido/51cb9880d86f08f73766634d7f6df3f4

https://gist.github.com/wido/51cb9880d86f08f73766634d7f6df3f4


Most issues we encounted had more to do
with the interaction between FRR and the
Linux kernel than FRR itself. We were able
to solve those with a couple of scripts.

About:FRRouting



About:MiscIssues

MLAG - Don’t do it, unless you
really have to. 



About:VXLAN routing
example - Netplan



About:VXLAN routing
example - FRR



About:sysctl variables



Questions ???


